Eva Trunk - Videos

I Survived the Holocaust Twin Experiments - Eva’s Story - Buzzfeed (14:48 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdgPAetNY5U

The Path to Nazi Genocide - United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (38:00 minutes)

Rosalia Csengeri: The Power of a Promise - Candles Holocaust Museum and Education Center (4:00 minutes)
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=Csengeri+twins&&view=detail&mid=AA95E0773AF8B6AB2CB8AA95E0773AF8B6AB2CB8&&FORM=VRDGAR

Rozalia Csengeri - Jewish Survivor - IWitness USC Shoah Foundation (2:14:38 hours)
https://iwitness.usc.edu/sfi/Watch.aspx?testimonyID=32342&segmentNumber=0&returnIndex=0&contentView=1&pg=2